Epic Knowledge

Enabling Enterprise Data Catalog
Accelerate the inventory, management and use of your data
Your medical record, Epic, produces hundreds of tables of information and offers a variety of sources for
data including a reporting relational database, a data warehouse, Business Object universes and reports and
more. In order to harness the power of the data at your fingertips, you need to know where it is, how it was
created and what it means. Enterprise Data Catalog gives you the ability to combine all this data in one place
and Prominence can help you quickly scan and profile your data and increase adoption of this powerful tool.
At Prominence, we combine our knowledge of EMRs like Epic with our knowledge of analytic tools like
Tableau, QlikView, Power BI, Business Objects and the ETL in between to accelerate the implementation and
scans of your source systems to create detailed lineage and meaningful content.

Make Your Data Useful
Quickly scan Epic’s relational reporting database, Clarity,
Epic’s Data Warehouse, Caboodle, and content in Business
Objects.
Create insightful context and metadata by pulling Chronicles
INI and Item for Clarity Columns. Display this information as
searchable custom attributes in Enterprise Data Catalog.
Add meaningful metadata by pulling column and table
Definitions from Clarity’s Data Dictionary and Caboodle’s
Data Dictionary into asset definition fields or custom
attributes.
Create custom lineage to show the mapping from Clarity to
Caboodle in place of Epic’s proprietary ETL that is not able to
be scanned by Enterprise Data Catalog.
Tag meaningful, healthcare-relevant data domains within your
Epic data environment to more easily direct users to the right data source for their needs.

Additional Considerations
If you have non-Epic reporting tools in the mix, we’re experts in many other platforms like Tableau, Qlik,
Hadoop, Spark, SAP, etc. and we can assist you in scanning metadata and/or profiling to build out your
Enterprise Data Catalog.
If you are interested in integration with a business catalog, such as Axon, or a stewardship framework,
we can assist you in migrating and linking appropriate content to enable long-term ownership and use.
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